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Abstract. DNA information has the potential to generate value for each sector of the beef-cattle industry. The value
distribution among sectors (breeding, commercial, feedlot, processing) will differ depending on marketing. The more
descendants an animal produces, themore valuable each unit of genetic improvement becomes. Therefore, the value of using
DNA testing to increase the accuracy of selection and accelerate the rate of genetic gain is highest in the breeding sector,
particularly for replacement stud animals. There is a lesser value associated with increasing the accuracy of yearling
commercial bulls.The cost toDNAtest commercial sireswill likelybe incurredbybreeders before sale, andmust be recouped
through higher bull sale prices or increased market share. Commercial farmers could also use DNA tests to improve the
accuracy of replacement female selection. This assumes the development of DNA tests that perform well for the low-
heritability traits that directly affectmaternal performance (e.g. days to calving) in commercial cattle populations. DNA tests
may provide the sole source of information for traits that are not routinelymeasured on commercial farms. In that case, DNA
test information will provide new selection criteria to allow for genetic improvement in those traits. As DNA test offerings
mature to have improved accuracy for traits of great value to the feedlot (e.g. feed conversion, disease resistance) and
processing (e.g. meat quality) sectors, the added value derived from DNA-enabled selection for these traits will need to
be efficiently transferred up the beef production chain to incentivise continued investment. The widespread adoption of
DNA testing to enhance the accuracy of selection will likely require an approach to share the value realised by downstream
sectors of the beef-cattle industry with those upstream sectors incurring DNA collection and testing expenses.
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Introduction

The beef industry is characterised by several different production
tiers or sectors that vary in their investment opportunities for the
application of DNA technologies. These tiers can broadly be
divided into the seed-stock (or bull selling) sector, the commercial
(or bull buying) sector, feedlots andprocessors.DNAinformation
may be used for a variety of purposes, including parentage
assignment, testing for recessive traits and genetic defects,
marker-assisted selection, and marker-assisted management.
The usefulness and value of DNA information will differ
among the sectors, and producers need to understand their
own particular production and marketing circumstances when
considering adopting DNA-based technologies for the purpose
of increased profitability. Industry structure and market signals
are also important factors in determining the value derived from
investment in DNA testing. The beef industries in Australia (AU)
and the United States (US) differ markedly in structure, and this
has implications for industry adoption of DNA testing. The
purpose of the present paper is to consider how DNA
information might be used by the different sectors of the beef
industry, and to compare and contrast the value proposition
associated with its use in the AU and US beef industries.

A comparison of the US and AU beef-cattle industries

The US beef-cattle industry is 3–4 times the size of the AU
industry, but there are almost 20 times more US beef-cattle
operations (NASS 2011). In AU, operations with fewer than
100 head of cattle represent 30% (12 017) of farms, but account
for just 3% of the beef-cattle herd (ABARE 2010). In the US,
90% (692 050) of farms have fewer than 100 head, and this
accounts for almost half (46%) of the US beef herd (Tables 1, 2).
The average US herd has 41 cows whereas the average AU herd
has 321 cows. In the AU industry, 80% of beef cows are located
on farmswith over 400 head, andmore than a quarter (3.5million
cows) are located on the 441 properties carrying in excess of
5400 mother cows (Fig. 1).

Almost all US cattle are finished in feedlots. Producers have
a choice of selling cattle as either weanlings or grass-
fed yearlings, or retaining ownership through the feedlot phase
to harvest. Because of the high proportion of small-scale
producers, most sell their cattle at auction for commodity
prices before feedlot entry. For the less than 1% of producers
with more than 500 head, ~1/3 of the calf crop is sold at weaning,
1/3 as grass-fed yearlings, and the remaining 1/3 are retained
through harvest (T. Field, National Beef Cattlemen’s
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Table 2. Number of beef-cattle farms in the USA andAustralia in 2010
USA data from NASS (2011). Australian data from ABARE (2010)

Size of operation USA Australia
(beef cows) No. of

farms (%)
%

Herd
No. of

farms (%)
%

Herd

<100 head 692 050 (91) 46 12 017 (30) 3
100–499 head USA/

100–400 Australia
68 450 (9) 38 17 129 (43) 17

>500 head USA/
400–800 Australia

5850 (0.7) 16 5826 (14) 15

>800 head 5216 (13) 65

Total 766 350 100 40 188 100
Average size

(cows/farm)
41 321

12 017 17 129
5826 2907 1868 441
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Fig. 1. Number of farms and herd size of beef operations in the USA and Australia, 2010. Grey bars
represent the number of farms (left axis); black bars represent the number of cattle (millions) (right axis).
Data from NASS (2011) and ABARE (2010).

Table 1. Comparison of size of beef-cattle industry in the USA and
Australia

USA data from NASS (2011). Australian data from ABARE (2010)

Parameter Beef-cattle inventory
(·106) 2010

USA Australia

Cows 31.4 12.9
Replacement heifers (>225 kg) 5.4
Steers and heifers (>225 kg) 26.1 10.6
Bulls (>225 kg) 2.2
Calves (<225 kg) 14.9
Cattle on feed (at one time) 13.6 0.8

Total 93.6 24.3
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Association, pers. comm.). The large number of small US beef
producers is in marked contrast to the concentration in the
feedlot industry where the 260 feedlots that have a one-time
capacity of more than 16 000 head feed ~60% of the nation’s
cattle (Table 3). At any one point in time, there are ~13.6 million
US cattle on feed, and 26 million head were fed in 2009. In
contrast, AU fed only 2.3 million head in 2009, with ~1/2 of
these animals being long-fed (~300 days) for the high-value
export market.

In AU, animals produced for slaughter are sold into the
following four markets: directly for slaughter, for live export,
to feedlots, or to breeders and/or for store purposes. When beef-
cattle producers in both northern and southern Australia were
ranked by farm financial performance, the top 25% of producers
were found to sell a greater proportion of their cattle ‘over the
hook’ and fewer via auction than were the lower-performing
producers (ABARE 2010). Over the hook is an Australian term
for sales direct to the processing plant, with price determined on
the abattoir grid (usually on carcass weight and fat depth
specifications), and is somewhat analogous to the US term of
retained ownership where producers feed cattle and receive a
price from the processor. Sale price varies in accordance with
how well animals meet specifications, and the buyer can more
accurately determine whether the product meets specifications
such as weight and fat cover. If product falls outside these
specifications, the price is discounted accordingly. This
approach provides direct feedback to producers and may
provide incentive for producers to modify their breeding and
production systems to meet buyers’ requirements.

From the perspective of genetic evaluation, there are also
major differences between the two countries. In AU, the genetic
evaluation system known as BREEDPLAN is used to evaluate
all breeds within AU (Graser et al. 2005). The BREEDPLAN
analytical software was developed by the Animal Genetics
and Breeding Unit (AGBU), a joint unit of the University of
New England and New South Wales Department of Primary
Industries, with research and development funding primarily
provided by Meat and Livestock Australia. BREEDPLAN
software is licenced to the Agricultural Business Research
Institute (ABRI), which provides genetic evaluation services to
a large number of clients. The software uses pedigree and
performance data recorded predominantly by seed-stock
breeders. These data are commonly channelled through several

Breed Societies to the databases of the National Beef Recording
Scheme at ABRI. An associated software program, BreedObject,
calculates economic values for a given set of farm production
and marketing parameters and combines the BREEDPLAN
estimated breeding values (EBVs) into a total production
AU$Index EBV for whole-industry economic merit (Barwick
and Henzell 2005). AGBU has developed a national genotype
database that stands ready to house DNA-based (genotypes and
molecular breeding values) and phenotypic data.

In contrast, national genetic evaluations in the US are
performed by several different groups primarily led by breed
associations, although the system is currently in a state of flux.
Historically, four land-grant universities, namely Colorado
State University, Cornell University, University of Georgia
and Iowa State University, were involved in beef-cattle genetic
evaluation (Garrick and Golden 2009), although some breeds
(e.g. Brahman, Hereford) chose to run their evaluations through
BREEDPLAN. However, with decreases in federal and state
support for these institutions, there was a move several years ago
to shift routine evaluation activities away from the land-grant
system. Breed associations stepped up to the task of producing
genetic evaluations. In doing so, they did not adopt the unified
approach envisioned by the National Beef Cattle Evaluation
Consortium (NBCEC) where a single national body would
form to undertake genetic evaluation activities. Rather
evaluation entities emerged in a somewhat disjointed fashion.
A subsidiaryof theAmericanAngusAssociation,AngusGenetics
Inc., runs evaluations for Angus, the North American Limousin
Foundation and the American Gelbvieh Association. The
American Simmental Association undertakes a joint evaluation
with Red Angus. And a third group, Genetic Performance
Solutions, does evaluations for the American Brangus,
Braunvieh, Akaushi and Texas Longhorn breeds. This
situation of multiple independent entities is unlikely to be
sustainable in the long run due to the limited number of people
that are being trained with the appropriate quantitative genetics
expertise to perform the genetic evaluations. The need to
incorporate DNA information with pedigree and performance
data to enable DNA-assisted genetic evaluations is also likely to
be complicated by the lack of a single data repository for all
breeds. Finally, there are no well defined selection objectives
for national beef-cattle improvement in the US (Garrick and
Golden 2009).

Seed-stock sector

The seed-stock sector can be partitioned into a few nucleus
herds that lead genetic change, and many multiplier herds that
produce and market sons from outstanding industry bulls. It is
hard to get accurate estimates of the numbers that belong in
each group. In a study of American Red Angus, it was found that
~3% of the total herds in the breed association were supplying
animals represented as grandparents in the pedigree (Marquez
et al. 2010). The low reproductive rate of beef cattle means that
there is a relatively large number of elite breeding females in the
nucleus sector as compared with pigs and poultry (Amer et al.
2007). Even so, it has been estimated that less than 5% of cows
belong to the bull-breeding sector (Garrick and Golden 2009).

Genetic markers provide an approach for parentage
identification. DNA testing for pedigree verification is

Table 3. Number of feedlots in the USA and Australia
USA data from NASS (2011). Australian feedlot data and Fed data from

ALFA (2011)

One time USA Australia
capacity (head) No. of

feedlots
%
Fed

No. of
feedlots

%
Fed

<1000 80 000 15 513 4
1000–15 999 US/

10 000 Australia
1910 25 171 31

16 000 + US/
10 000 + Australia

260 60 28 65

Total 82 170 100 712 100
One time capacity (·106) 13.9 1.3
Cattle fed in 2009 (·106) 26.0 2.3
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mandatory for some breeds, and random testing is mandated by
others. The obvious value to the breed association is to correct
pedigree recording errors. Pedigree errors reduce the rate of
genetic gain to below that which is possible and predicted.
The ability to use DNA to assign parentage also offers the
opportunity for breeders to use multi-sire pastures which offers
several benefits. Having multiple sires present in with a group of
cows results in higher fertility, precludes sire failure and reduces
the calving interval. It also minimises the number of pastures
needed, thereby allowing for better pasture management.
Additionally, it reduces the labour cost and need to disturb
animals at birth, thereby improving both maternal–offspring
bonding and worker safety. Parentage tests currently range in
price fromUS$13 toUS$25, and vary in type frommicrosatellite-
based tests to SNP tests of ~100 loci.

There are many DNA-based tests for simply inherited traits
including coat colour, horned-status and recessive genetic
defects. These tests range in price from US$20–100 per
sample. There are large numbers of genetic abnormalities in
cattle, occurring in a variety of breeds. These defects have had
a significant impact on specific cattle populations. Naturally
occurring recessive genetic defects are common in all species,
including humans. The average human carries ~2000 deleterious
recessive alleles, of which one to two are thought to be lethal
(Sunyaev et al. 2001). Such numbers are likely true for cattle.
Recessive conditions become evident only when certain lines
of cattle are used very heavily, such that both cows and bulls
have common ancestors in their pedigree, thereby allowing a rare
genetic defect to become homozygous in their offspring.

Genetic defects are often propagated as a result of specific
trait selection. In dogs, it has been noted that each of the 50 most
popular breeds has one aspect of breed type that predisposes
the breed to a genetic disorder (Asher et al. 2009). For example,
bull dogs are prone to airway obstruction syndrome, and King
Charles spaniels are affected by a reduced-size malformation of
the skull related to selection for skull conformations that are
steep caudally. Perhaps the most famous example of a genetic
defect in 20th century beef breeding was ‘snorter’ dwarfism
which became an issue in Angus and Hereford cattle during
the 1940s and 1950s. A detailed history of snorter dwarfism and
the efforts to eliminate it from theHereford breed is described in a
book entitled ‘TheBattle of the Bull Runts’ (McCann 1974). This
genetic defect was uncovered as a result of strong selection
pressure for animals with small stature. Ultimately, the cause
of this mutation was traced back to a bull named St Louis Lad,
born in 1899. A 1956 survey of Hereford breeders in the USA
identified 50 000 dwarf-producing animals in 47 states
(Whitlock et al. 2008). Through detailed pedigree analysis and
test crosses, the American Hereford Association, in concert
with breeders and scientists, virtually eliminated the problem
from the breed. Because carrier status was difficult to prove and
required expensive progeny testing, some entire breeding lines
were eliminated. This situation can be contrasted to the speed
with which genetic testing has allowed 21st-century breeders to
quickly and accurately determine the carrier status of their
animals.

The Angus breed has recently had to manage three simply
inherited, single locus-recessive genetic conditions. These
include two lethal conditions, namely arthrogryposis multiplex

(AM, ‘curly calf syndrome’) and neuropathic hydrocephalus
(NH). The first is caused by a chromosomal deletion that
occurred inRito 9J9ofB1567T26, (AmericanAngus registration
no. 9682589, born 29 October 1979). The second occurred as a
result of a single DNA base-pair mutation in his grandson, the
widely used GAR Precision 1680 (American Angus registration
no. 11520398, born 6 September 1990). The widespread use of
this superior carcass-trait bull spurred on by an increased
selection emphasis on carcass traits increased the probability of
this bull showing up on both sides of many Angus pedigrees,
thereby uncovering the presence of any recessive lethal
mutations. The third condition is a non-lethal autosomal genetic
defect called congenital contractural arachnodactyly (CA, ‘fawn
calf syndrome’) that is caused by a deletion of ~54 kbp. The
inheritance pattern of these conditions can be calculated
by applying straightforward Mendelian inheritance rules, i.e.
25% affected calves expected from a mating of carriers.

It is difficult to get exact frequencies of these recessive
alleles in the US Angus population, but some educated
estimates can be made. Of the 96 247 Angus animals that had
been tested for AM in the US as of November 2009, 20% (5168
bulls and 14 361females) were found to be carriers, and 80%
(23 638 bulls and 53 080 females) were free. When considering
the 466 225 Angus animals with a registration number higher
than16 000 000 (i.e. born after January 2007 and likely to be
test candidates) as of November 2009; 96 247 were tested, and
19 773 were carriers of AM. If it is assumed that the frequency
in the untested animals was the same as that in the tested animals,
then the upper limit of the AM deletion allele would be a
frequency of 10.2%. Presumably, the tested animals were a
subset of potential carriers, and so if we assume instead that
all of the untested animals are unrelated to GAR Precision 1680
(i.e. free of AM), then the frequency of the AM deletion allele
in the US Angus would be 2.1%. This sets the upper and lower
limits of the AM deletion allele frequency, although this
frequency will decrease over time as a result of genetic testing
and breed-association registration policies. Nearly 10% of
934 AI sires representing a broad cross-section of registered
Angus genetics were found to be carriers of NH (Beever
2009), giving a mutant NH allele a frequency of 5%. Given
the number of calves reported with this condition, this frequency
appears to be higher than expected. This may be due to fetal loss
associated with this condition. Finally, 39 CA carriers were
identifiedinapopulationof 1256 AI sires. This corresponds to a
heterozygote frequency of ~3.1% and an allele frequency of
~1.5% (Beever 2010).

Angus Australia, in collaboration with ABRI, uses GeneProb
(Kinghorn 1997), a software program todetermine the probability
of each animal in a large dataset being a homozygote and
heterozygote, to track five genetic conditions, with weekly
analysis involving almost 1.3 million animals. Estimates in the
AU population are therefore quite precise (Teseling and Parnell
2011). In 2010, the heterozygote frequency of calves born into
the AU Angus herd was estimated to be 2.4% AM, 4.3% NH
and 4.4% CA, decreased from a high of 5.7% AM in 2005, 6.6%
NH in 2005 and 5.1% CA in 2004, in part as a result of the
availability of DNA tests (C. Teseling, pers. comm.).

Genetic tests for AM,NH and CA became available 1 January
2009, 15 June 2009 and 4 October 2010, respectively. As of
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May 2011, 148 677 AM, 110 215 NH and 35 162 CA tests,
respectively, had been performed by American Angus
Association members since testing for these defects began
(B. Schumann, pers. comm.). Assuming these tests cost AU
$25 each, this amounts to over AU$7.35 million in testing
costs in the US Angus population alone (Table 4). In AU,
17 344 AM, 14 598 NH and 3049 CA tests had been
performed as of March 2011 for these three conditions,
respectively. This amounts to testing costs of approximately
AU$875 000 ($34 991 · $25) in AU testing costs. The use of
GeneProb significantly reduced the number of animals that
needed to be tested in AU (Teseling and Parnell 2011).
Although these testing costs remain substantial, they are
dwarfed by what it would have cost to eliminate all of the
descendants of GAR Precision 1680 and Rito 9J9 of B156
7T26 from the Angus breed that tested free (e.g. 24 489 AU
animals) in both countries. The speed with which these genetic
tests were developed is testament to the power of having access to
the bovine genome-sequence information, and is perhaps the
greatest success story of genomics never told. The proactive
response of the breed association in making genotypes available
also helped address the problem rapidly and transparently. It is
important to realise that although genetic defects can be
catastrophic for individual breeders, they do not have to be
catastrophic for the industry. The sooner a defect is recognised
and the genetic cause identified, the sooner it can be eradicated
from the population.

DNA information also offers the opportunity to increase the
rate of genetic gain by increasing the accuracy of EBVs,
especially for traits where records are available only after
selection (e.g. carcass traits). The annual rate of genetic
change in the seed-stock sector is dictated by four interacting
components. These are (1) the intensity of selection, (2) the
generation interval (or average age of parents when offspring
are born), (3) the amount of genetic variation and (4) the accuracy
of selection. Annual advances from selection will be maximised
when a few of only the very best candidates are selected and used
widely at an early age. In practice, the accuracy of selection of
young animals is limited for many of the economically relevant
traits, either because the traits have low heritability (e.g.
reproductive traits), and/or they can be measured only late in
life (e.g. longevity and carcass attributes) and/or under
challenging conditions (e.g. disease or nutritional stress). The
value of DNA information to improve accuracy at the time of
making selection decisions is therefore an important factor in
determining whether DNA information will lead to increased
economic returns (Garrick and Van Eenennaam 2008).

VanEenennaam et al. (2011) estimated the value derived from
using DNA information to increase the accuracy of beef sire
selection in a closed seed-stock herd. Breeding objectives for
commercial production systems targeting domestic and export
markets were examined using multiple-trait selection indices
developed for the AU cattle industry. The response to
conventional selection based on phenotypic performance

Table 4. Standard deviation (s.d.) of breeding objective and selection index, and index accuracy resulting from BREEDPLAN performance
recording of the individual, sire, dam and 20 paternal half-sibs, and with the addition of information from hypothetical DNA tests with

intermediate and high accuracies
Numbers in parentheses show DNA information-derived improvement in selection response (%) over performance recording alone. Shaded cells show
the accuracy of AU$index resulting from the DNA-test information alone. Indices targeted either a domestic market where steers are finished on pasture, or
the export market where steers are finished on concentrate rations in feedlots and marbling has a high value. Value of genetic gain (DG) derived per DNA test
in commercial and stud sires is dependent on the assumptions and herd biological parameters modelled in Van Eenennaam et al. (2011); reprinted with

permission from Journal of Animal Science

Variable Information available DNA test used Domestic index Export index
Terminal Self-replacing Terminal Self-replacing

s.d. of breeding
objective (AU$)

31.97 33.35 47.29 54.08

s.d. of selection index
(index sI)

Performance recording
information

No DNA test 14.62 9.07 11.94 10.40
Intermediate accuracy 18.87 (+29%) 13.21 (+46%) 23.18 (+94%) 20.33 (+95%)
High accuracy 22.54 (+54%) 16.46 (+81%) 30.63 (+157%) 26.89 (+158%)

Accuracy of index Performance recording
information

No DNA test 0.46 0.27 0.25 0.19
Intermediate accuracy 0.59 0.40 0.49 0.38
High accuracy 0.71 0.49 0.65 0.50

DNA test only No DNA test 0 0 0 0
Intermediate accuracy 0.45 0.33 0.44 0.34
High accuracy 0.64 0.46 0.62 0.48

Increased value
derived from DG in
commercial sires
(AU$/DNA test)

Intermediate accuracy 45 69 118 170
High accuracy 83 124 196 282

Increased value
derived from DG in
stud sires ($/DNA
test)

Intermediate accuracy 160 203 421 506
High accuracy 297 366 701 836

Total value derived per
test (AU$/DNAtest)

Intermediate accuracy 204 272 539 676
High accuracy 380 490 897 1119
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records was compared with that obtained following the inclusion
of information from DNA tests of varying power. In one case,
the DNA test explained a percentage of the additive genetic
variance equal to the heritability of all traits in the breeding
objective and selection criteria (high accuracy), and in the other
case, to one-half of this amount (intermediate accuracy). DNA
testing increased the selection response between 29% and 158%.
The value of this improvement above that obtained using
traditional performance recording ranged from AU$89 to
AU$565 per commercial bull, and from AU$5332 to
AU$27 910 per stud bull. Assuming that the entire bull-calf crop
was tested to achieve these gains and that the top 3% were
selected as replacement stud sires and the sale of the remaining
top half as commercial bulls, the value generated ranged
between AU$204 and AU$1119 per test (Table 4). Genetic gain
in traits that resulted in direct revenue to the processing sector
accounted for 23–85% of the returns generated by the selection
of superior commercial sires, depending on the target market
(export v. domestic), selection index (self-replacing v. terminal),
and initial index accuracy in the absence of DNA information.
These results suggest the development of high-accuracy DNA
tests for beef-cattle selection could be beneficial from an
industry-wide perspective. However, the return on testing to the
seed-stock operator will strongly depend on efficient transfer of
revenue derived from genetic improvement in processor traits up
the production chain to the seed-stock sector incurring the costs
of genotyping.

The study of Van Eenennaam et al. (2011) modelled a
scenario where all of the young bulls being sold from the
seed-stock to the commercial cow-calf sector were DNA
tested, and the inferior half were not used for breeding on the
basis of results. This emphasises the sometimes overlooked fact
that although DNA tests may improve the accuracy of EBVs,
EBVswill not alwaysmove in the desired direction. The resultant
re-ranking of bulls will move some bulls up, and an equal
number down! This has proven to be a source of frustration
for some producers who anticipated that purchasing a DNA test
would improve both accuracy and the bull’s ranking. In the
scenario modelled, every bull marketed for breeding would
have to be priced to cover the cost of a superior bull’s DNA
test results as well as that of a bull rejected for sale. A major
determinant of seed-stock profitability is the proportion of
young bulls that can be sold for breeding, and eliminating half
of possible sale bulls from contention may be unrealistic. Some
seed-stock breeders may be interested in using DNA information
only to improve the accuracy of replacement stud-bull
selection for their own herd, and not to additionally select the
better half of the commercial bulls for sale as was modelled in the
Van Eenennaam et al. (2011) study. If a breeder instead chose to
sell the entire physically soundbull-calf crop, the value associated
with selecting the better commercial sire candidates would be
eliminated because selection intensity would drop to zero.
However, selling additional commercial bulls would increase
the value of replacement stud bulls due to the higher number of
descendants this larger group of commercial sale bulls would
produce.

The promise of using DNA information to improve the
accuracy of national genetic evaluations on young animals is
starting to be realised, at least for Angus cattle. To incorporate

DNA test information into genetic evaluations, it is necessary to
estimate the accuracy of DNA tests in a validation or calibration
population outside the discovery set of animals. This process
provides the parameters required for their incorporation into
genetic evaluations. In the US, this is being carried out by
genomics companies in collaboration with some breed
associations (MacNeil et al. 2010; Northcutt 2011), whereas in
AU, this is being carried out in collaboration with AGBU
(Johnston et al. 2011). Genomic-enhanced EBVs are produced
using DNA and traditional (performance records, pedigree)
information sources. In the US, there is an agreement between
Angus Genetics Inc. and both Igenity (Duluth, GA) and Pfizer
Animal Genetics (Kalamazoo, MI) to calculate genomic-
enhanced expected progeny differences for multiple carcass
traits using their tests in conjunction with American Angus
Association breed association data. The results of genomic
predictions from both Igenity profile for Angus and Pfizer HD
50K for Angus are being incorporated weekly into genetic
evaluations for growth, residual average daily gain, calving
ease, docility, yearling scrotal circumference and height,
mature weight and carcass trait breeding values calculated
from phenotypic measurements and pedigree for Angus cattle
in the US (Northcutt 2011). In AU, Angus Australia and Pfizer
Animal Genetics signed an agreement that enables the full
integration of Pfizer Animal Genetics’ molecular value
predictions from the HD 50K for Angus into Angus
BREEDPLAN (Table 5).

Data so far suggest that prediction equations developed for
one breed are unlikely to be highly accurate in another. The
NBCEC has encouraged discussion about how to develop DNA
tests to improve the accuracies of EPDs for breeds other than
Angus. Even within Angus, tests trained in North American
Angus were associated with less genetic variation when used
in the AU and New Zealand Angus population, and required
regional recalibration for that population and production system
(Table 5). One of the requirements in DNA test development is
access to a large training population of genotyped animals from
the target breed or its crosses. Some breed associations (e.g.
Hereford) are starting to develop such populations, with an eye
towards developingbreed-specificDNAtests.Asimilar approach
is being implemented in AU, where breed associations are
establishing reference ‘beef information nucleus’ populations
to provide training and validation populations for breed-
specific DNA-test development.

The purebred seed-stock sector is not a large proportion of
the national cattle population. Assuming it is 5% of the national
herd, this equates to ~1 840 000 US and 645 000 AU cows and
heifers. If all bull calves from these cows were tested, assuming
a 90% calving rate, that would amount to ~828 800 and 290 000
tests per year, in the US and AU, respectively. Nucleus herds are
an even smaller subset of this group. If we assume nucleus herds
make up 3% of the seed-stock sector, then this brings down
thenumberof cowsmakingup thenucleus to55 200and19 350 in
the US and AU, respectively. The small size of this market is
unlikely to generate sufficient returns to attract continued
private-sector investment, suggesting there may be a need to
secure public-sector and industry funds to develop genomic
technologies for improving the accuracy of selection in the
seed-stock sector.
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Commercial sector
In the commercial cow-calf sector, the principal determinants of
income are the number of sale animals and the value per sale
animal (Garrick and Golden 2009). Genetic improvement in the
commercial sector is largely realised through the purchase of
breeding males from multiplier seed-stock herds. As discussed
previously, commercial producers may derive value from using
DNA information to improve the accuracy of identifying above-
average herd sires. However, producers would want this
information at the time of purchase and so testing costs would
be incurred by the seed-stock producer, and recouped by an
increased price at the time of bull purchase. Improving the
accuracies associated with these breeding males would have an
additional risk-reduction benefit of potential importance to
commercial producers, especially for traits such as calving
ease where there may be a high cost associated with low-
accuracy genetic predictions.

A bull has two qualities of value to commercial producers.
One is the ability to impregnate cows, and the other is the ability to
pass genes for superior performance on to his offspring. In the
absence of the former, the importance of the latter ismoot. In large
commercial ranches in northern California, we have found that
sire prolificacy varies dramatically among apparently healthy
bulls that have undergone a breeding soundness examination
(Van Eenennaam et al. 2007b). Recently, we compiled data on
all of the steer progeny derived from two cohorts of 16 bulls
purchased in successive years that all served as herd sires for
5 breeding seasons in multi-sire breeding groups on a
commercial ranch (Fig. 2). Offspring were marketed at an

average of 314 days of age to the feedlot, and although the
producer did not retain ownership he participated in a program
that required selection for specific carcass attributes and
rewarded carcass quality with a premium paid back to the
producer. The average gross return including the quality
premium derived from the steer progeny of each sire was
US$721 (Fig. 2a), but the total gross revenue derived from all
male offspring of each bull ranged from US$4881 to US$55 889
(Fig. 2b) due to differences in sire prolificacy. This huge
discrepancy in calf numbers shows how certain bulls in a
multi-sire team may disproportionately influence herd genetics
and affect profit.

The BreedObject software program was used to develop a
custom AU$Index for this US commercial production system.
Reproduction (cow weaning rate) was the target trait of by
far the most importance (42%) in this self-replacing herd
(W. Upton, pers. comm.). Melton (1995) suggested that US
cow-calf producers who market calves at weaning should have
a relative economic emphasis of 47% on reproduction, 24%
on production and 30% on carcass traits, whereas those that
retain ownership should increase their emphasis to 40% on
carcass and 29% on production traits, and decrease their
reproduction emphasis to 31%. In this case, where the
producer-derived value associated with improving carcass
quality was small compared with the total carcass liveweight
value, the relative emphasis on reproduction in the $Index
remained high. It should be noted that the producer in this
case reported additional benefits of participating in the
partnership program. These included a genuine interest in

Table 5. Genetic correlation (r) between commercial DNA tests and targeted traits for Angus cattle
Heritability estimates (h2) from American Angus Association (http://www.angus.org/Nce/Heritabilities.aspx, verified 10 December 2011)
and MacNeil and Northcutt (2008). Igenity profile genetic correlation data from Northcutt (2011), Pfizer genetic correlation (USA) data from

Northcutt (2011) and PAG (2010) and Pfizer genetic correlation (AU) data from Johnston et al. (2010)

Trait h2 Igenity® profile for Angus Pfizer HD 50K profile for Angus
Included Genetic correlation

(USA)
Included Genetic correlation

(USA)
Genetic correlation

(AU)

Average daily gain X X 0.55 0.10–0.31
Net/residual feed intake X X 0.35 0.01–0.05
Dry matter intake 0.31 X 0.45 X 0.65 0.20–0.22
Tenderness X X 0.51 n.a.
Calving ease (direct) 0.20 X 0.47 X 0.33 0.24
Birth weight 0.42 X 0.57 X 0.51 0.35–0.40
Weaning weight 0.20 X 0.45 X 0.52 0.35–0.44
Yearling weight 0.20 X 0.34 X 0.64
Yearling height 0.50 X 0.38 0.63
Calving ease (maternal) 0.12 X X 0.21
Milking ability 0.14 X 0.24 X 0.32 0.31–0.38
Heifer pregnancy 0.13 X
Docility 0.37 X 0.29 X 0.60
Mature height 0.64 X 0.56 X 0.56
Mature weight 0.37 X 0.53 X 0.58
Scrotal circumference 0.47 Male 0.35 0.65
Stayability Female
Carcass weight 0.40 X 0.54 X 0.48 0.20–0.36
Backfat thickness 0.34 X 0.50 X 0.56 0.38–0.44
Rib-eye area 0.33 X 0.58 X 0.60 0.31–0.45
Marbling score 0.45 X 0.65 X 0.57 0.20–0.34
Percentage choice – X
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producing a quality product for the consumer, a preferred supplier
status, and a predictable sale price. This final circumstance is not
the case for many smaller US producers who are subject to the
vagaries of the auction yard on sale day.

In more general terms, even though nearly all US calves go
through the feedlot and are sold on a carcass-quality basis, most
commercial producers sell at weaning. Their financial returns
are tied very closely to the number of calves, a function of

reproduction, and less to growth and even less to carcass traits.
In contrast, many AU cattle are sold at a much older age directly
for slaughter, and an increasing number are being sold ‘over the
hook’ where sale price may vary in accordance with how well
animals meet specifications. Additionally, direct consignment
sales to the feedlot also reward suppliers selecting on the
long-fed high-quality Japanese export market index, which
puts an emphasis on marbling. This means there is a financial

Total gross income from steers derived
from 5 calf crops for 16 commercial bulls 
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(a)

Bulls purchased in year 1 (born 2004) Bulls purchased in year 2 (born 2005)
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Fig. 2. (a) Average gross return/steer and (b) total gross revenue (no. of progeny sired) derived from all of the steer
progeny produced by two cohorts of yearling bulls purchased in successive years. All bulls served as herd sires for five
breeding seasons in multi-sire breeding groups on a USA commercial ranch. Offspring were marketed at an average of
314 days of age to the feedlot, and an additional carcass-based quality premium (black shading) was paid to the
commercial producer. Order of 16 bulls is the same in both graphs (D. J. Drake, unpubl. data).
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incentive for AU producers to modify their production
system and genetic improvement program to meet carcass
requirements. If DNA testing can improve the pre-selection
accuracy of EBVs for the suite of reproductive, growth and
carcass traits that are generating value to the AU beef industry,
their use may be associated with a greater return to producers in
AU than in US cattle production systems due to market failure in
the latter.

Parentage assignment also allows for the development of
on-farm genetic evaluations (Dodds et al. 2005). This offers
the opportunity for large commercial farms to produce their
own young sires by developing a bull-breeding herd and
testing their bulls in multi-sire settings, and using DNA to
resolve the offspring paternity at a later date (Pollak 2005).
Candidate herd bulls could then be selected on the basis of
their progeny-test performance, or possibly on the basis of
marker scores if DNA tests are shown to be accurate in
commercial or crossbred cattle populations. This approach can
considerably reduce the cost of progeny testing. This technique is
widely used in theNewZealand sheep industry, but has seen only
limited use in the beef industry.

Development of herd sires is an opportunity best suited to
operations large enough to spread the costs associated with
developing and evaluating young sires. The 441 AU properties
carrying in excess of 5400 mother cows would seem to be
likely candidates. Garrick (2008) argued that given the relative
size of commercial versus the seed-stock sector, there are likely
to be more elite animals in the commercial sector. The problem is
that there are typically no performance data or EBV information
collected on commercial cattle, and so it is not possible to
identify superior animals. DNA testing may provide an
avenue for commercial animals to become selection
candidates. In the Van Eenennaam et al. (2011) study, it was
shown that the hypothetical ‘intermediate accuracy’ DNA test
provided the same index accuracy as collecting BREEDPLAN
performance records on an animal (Table 4). Replacing
performance recording with DNA testing in this way would
only be feasible if tests were dependably accurate in the
populations being tested, and a source of phenotyped
individuals remained available for re-estimation of marker
effects and the proportion of genetic variation associated with
the tests.

DNA testing could also be used to select replacement
commercial females, many of which have no EBV
information. The beef industry would benefit greatly from
improvement in traits directly affecting maternal performance
(Roughsedge et al. 2005). The value of testing heifers will
depend on the information available at the time of selection,
the power of the test and the selection intensity. The latter is
dependent on the calving and replacement rates. The break-even
cost of testing all of the potential replacement heifers in a
commercial herd with a replacement rate of 20% and 45
potential replacement heifers born per 100 cows per year when
using the intermediate-accuracyDNAtest (index accuracy~0.33)
would be ~AU$13 and ~AU$24 for domestic and export
maternal indices, respectively, using the assumptions outlined
in Van Eenennaam et al. (2011), and that the commercial
producer was not performance recording (i.e. had no other
data on which to base heifer-replacement decisions).

In practice, selection for replacement heifers is frequently
driven by age because heifers that are born later in the calving
season are too immature to be cycling in time for the first
potential breeding season. This criterion tends to put indirect
selection on fertility traits of the dam (e.g. days to calving).
Commercial producers would typically select on at least a
visual estimate of a heifer’s 400-day weight. This individual
record decreases the break-even value of the information
provided by the intermediate-accuracy test to ~AU$8 for the
domestic maternal index. These estimates again reflect the
whole-industry value of genetic improvement in both
production and processor traits.

Replacement commercial female selection involves a much
larger proportion of the national herd than does seed-stock
testing. However, the value derived per test is less because
commercial cows produce fewer descendants. Unless DNA
tests are developed that have high accuracy for maternal traits,
they should be used in conjunction with available phenotypic
data. And here is the quandary when developing tests for
replacement female selection. Traits that are of the most
economic value to self-replacing herds are low-heritability
reproductive traits, including age at first calving, reproductive
success and replacement rate (Roughsedge et al. 2005). Research
results suggest that large numbers of records will be required to
obtain accurate DNA tests for low-heritability traits (Goddard
2009; Hayes et al. 2009). Further, such tests are the most difficult
to validate because there is a paucity of cattle populations with
sufficient phenotypic data to estimate the accuracy of newgenetic
tests for those traits. However, because commercial producers
often have little information on which to base their replacement
heifer selection decisions, DNA testing provides an attractive
approach to obtain previously absent criteria on reproductive
traits prior to selection, although such tests will need to be
inexpensive to be commercially viable.

Feedlot sector

Marker-assisted management (MAM) is the process of using
the results of DNA-marker testing to predict the future phenotype
of the animal being tested and sort individual cattle into
management groups that are most likely to achieve specific
end points. This process is akin to using a visible
characteristic; only DNA information is not readily observable
and thus requires additional expense to obtain. In the feedlot
sector, costs and revenues aredeterminedbyprices andquantities.
Revenues are generated by the number of sale animals, their
weight and carcass premium or discounts, whereas costs are
determined by carcass-growth efficiency, mortality and disease
incidence. There exists the potential to use DNA information to
manage feedlot cattle. Predicting the difference between the
performance of the best and worst animal in the feedlot is of
little importance, the economically relevant question is ‘How can
I use the DNA test information to profitably sort cattle into
management groups?’ Any pre-sorting of lines to reduce the
variation in the pen at the end of the feeding period has the
potential to be cost-effective.

Consider an example where an AU$10/head DNA test is used
to divide a set of 100 cattle into four pens. To break even, the
management measures implemented on the basis of the DNA-
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test results would need to either save AU$10 in costs or result in
an extra $10 in income per head. Management measures might
include more precisely managing time (e.g. feeding sorted pens
a different number of days), and more precisely, applying
technology (e.g. using alternative implant or b-agonist
strategies) and/or targeting pens to different value-added
markets. The costs and benefits associated with these
management options will depend on feedlot-specific factors
and market conditions, including the difference between the
price received for the choice and select quality grade
(choice : select spread), other carcass premiums and discounts,
cost of feed, daily fixed pen costs, carcass value and saleable
carcass weight. The ability of the feedlot manager to fully dilute
their overhead costs requires that pens be near capacity. It is
problematic for large beef feedlots to partially harvest pens of
cattle. Furthermore, half-empty pens can attract only half the
yardage fees of full pens. It makes economic sense for feedlots to
keep pens full, and to harvest the entire penwhen its revenue over
costs is maximised.

Cattle need to be genotyped for MAM sorting and it takes
some time to generate the DNA-test results. In the absence of an
approach to share genotypes between sectors, it is generally not
possible to use markers to sort cattle on arrival. A strategy that
some feedlots have used is to take a DNA sample at receiving
and then sort cattle or manage them differently at hormone
reimplantation. In 2009, Bill Kolath from Cargill Meat
Solutions (Wichita, KS) gave a presentation at the Beef
Improvement Federation that outlined how that company used
DNA-test information provided to them by MetaMorphix Inc.
(MMI, Davis, CA). On arrival at the feedlot, a nasal swab was
taken and sent for DNA analysis. MAM decisions we made
at the time of hormone reimplantation using the genetic
information and body composition of each animal. These
included how long to feed the animal, and which, if any,
growth-promoting technologies (e.g. hormone implants) to
use. Animals were sorted into one of four groups, the goal
being to allow the animal the ability to reach its genetic
potential while being managed within a group setting. The
reimplant and carcass characteristics of each of the four groups
are shown inTable 6.Cargill Cattle Feederswas reportedlyDNA-
testing all 700 000 animals entering their feedlots each year
before late October 2009. However, at that time it was
announced that Cargill would no longer invest in DNA testing.
According to a report in theWashington Business Journal (Sinha
2009), the decision was made because it was found that DNA
testing was ‘too expensive to justify in a recession’. This was in
part due to volatility in the choice : select spread. MetaMorphix
Inc. subsequently announced bankruptcy in early 2011
(Clabaugh 2011).

Some studies have reported the usefulness of using a single
SNP in the leptin gene for sorting feedlot cattle (Engler et al.
2009). The ‘exon 2’ SNP was one of the first DNA markers
discovered with an effect on traits of importance to beef-cattle
production (Buchanan et al. 2002). This marker was
commercialised as a tool for marker-assisted selection in the
early 2000s. Subsequent reports in the literature have been
conflicting. Some have found a significant association between
this marker and the level of fatness (Kononoff et al. 2005),
whereas other studies (Barendse et al. 2005; Casas et al. 2005)

and an independent assessment or ‘validation’ by the NBCEC
(Van Eenennaam et al. 2007a) found that there was no evidence
of a significant association between the inheritance of the ‘T’
allele and increased marbling score in the validation populations
examined.

This leptin SNP test is currently being marketed for feedlot
marker-assisted management by Quantum Genetics (Saskatoon,
SK, Canada) and is being used selectively by Cactus Feeders, the
second largest feeding company in the US. They reported a
significant interaction between leptin genotype and Zilpaterol
Hydrochloride (ZH), a b-adrenergic agonist used as a growth-
enhancing agent to increase weight gain in feedlot cattle (Engler
et al. 2009). In a randomised complete block design study using
4179 steers in eight blocks, Engler et al. (2009) reported leptin
genotype · ZH interactions for marbling score and percentage
of carcasses stampedUSDAChoice. They found that when steers
were not fed ZH, the ‘TT’ steers had significantly greater
marbling scores and a greater percentage of carcasses stamped
USDA Choice or better than did ‘CC’ steers (63.6% v. 47.9%;
P < 0.01). However, when steers were fed ZH, it effectively
negated this leptin marker effect, and no differences (P > 0.30)
in marbling scores or percentages of carcasses stamped USDA
Choice or better were detected between the genotypes (42.9% v.
46.5% USDA Choice or better for ‘TT’ and ‘CC’, respectively;
P > 0.30). Cactus Feeders is now using the leptin marker on a
limited basis to manage cattle in their feedlot where previously
all animals received ZH. In a randomised complete block design
study using 2696 steers in 10 blocks at Cactus Feeders, it was
found that managing cattle by using this marker in conjunction
with phenotypic measurements returned a gross margin of
US$13 per head before the costs of genotyping and sorting
were considered. This margin improvement was generated
through a combination of increased carcass price, and increased
saleable-carcass weight (saleable meat %) minus the cost of
additional feed fed to sorted cattle (M. Engler, pers. comm.).

Academic economic simulations examining the use of the
leptin marker are conflicting in that some conclude that the ‘TT’
cattle are more profitable, whereas others conclude that ‘CC’

Table 6. Reimplant and carcass characteristics of the four sort groups
of feedlot cattle

Data are based on 88 090 head (adapted from Kolath 2009)

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Reimplant
Weight (kg) 503.0 485.8 447.7 497.1
Level of fatness +++ ++ Avg. +++
Marbling score molecular

genetic value
2.9 1.48 –1.59 23.0

Carcass characteristics
Hot carcass weight (kg) 376.9 400.5 411.9 391.5
Rib-eye area (cm2) 85.2 91.0 94.2 85.2
BF (cm) 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.3
Marbling scoreA (USDA) 398 407 418 486
Yield (%) 63.0 63.9 64.8 63.8
Yield grade (USDA) 3.0 2.9 2.8 3.3
Choice (%USDA) 40.0 42.7 45.7 77.4

AThere is no formula to convert USDA marbling scores to AUS-MEAT
marbling scores because the assessment criteria are different.
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cattle are most profitable (DeVuyst et al. 2007; Lusk 2007;
Lambert 2008). This is partially the result of the varying
market conditions assumed in the different studies. However, a
common finding among these studies was that there was some
value associated with using the leptin marker to sort cattle into
different management groups, but that this value did not
outweigh the prevailing cost of leptin testing in the US
(US$40–50; DeVuyst et al. 2007). There appears to be limited
value associated with using DNA tests to sort cattle on quality
grade alone, especially given the variability of the choice : select
spread. Recent industry events would tend to support this
conclusion. Tests that focus on only single-trait management
in a feedlot setting are not likely to capture enough value for
the feedlot operator to pay for the test. It is likely that in the future
tests will be developed for important feedlot profit drivers (e.g.
disease resistance, feed efficiency), which have an impact on
multiple outcomes. These developments, along with the
continued decline in genotyping costs, may lead to cost-
effective approaches to feedlot MAM. The cost and difficulty
of obtaining sufficient phenotypes on these hard-to-measure traits
should not be underestimated. However, if a large feedlot
incentivised DNA collection and genotyping of animals before
entry into the feedlot through breeder and producer partnerships
and then routinely collected feedlot phenotypes, large databases
would soon accumulate. It may be that the combined value
derived from using DNA-test information for multiple
purposes, in combination with the rapidly declining cost of
genotyping, will ultimately push the economics of DNA-based
technologies over the tipping point towards more widespread
industry adoption (Van Eenennaam 2011).

Conclusions and recommendations

There is opportunity to derive value from DNA information in
each of the different sectors that make up the beef industry. At the
current time, the costs of genotyping tend to exceed the value
that is returned to any single sector. Using genetic tests in
combination with performance records to increase the
accuracy of EBVs in the seed-stock sector has the potential to
generate large returns. Improvements in the accuracy of
predicting the genetic merit of stud animals at a young age
will affect many descendants, thereby amplifying the value of
each unit of genetic improvement. However, increased vertical
integration or more efficient price signalling throughout the
beef production chain will be required to enable the seed-stock
sector to capture the value of this genetic gain. Reproductive
traits are a major profit driver of self-replacing herds and DNA
tests have the potential to provide previously absent selection
criteria for commercial replacement heifer selection. The
development of DNA tests for low-heritability reproductive
traits will be contingent on the availability of large training
populations. Such tests will need to be inexpensive because
commercial animals produce fewer descendants from which to
recoup testing costs. Feedlots could also use DNA information
for marker-assisted management, although again the slim
margins associated with feeding cattle will impose a low
ceiling on testing costs. Ideally, cattle would be genotyped
once early in life and genotypes shared among production
sectors to derive the maximum value from the fixed DNA-

collection and -extraction costs. Many seed-stock breeders are
already collecting DNA for pedigree verification and genetic
defect testing, and there would seem to be an opportunity to
spread the costs of this investment across the different sectors of
the beef industry to extract the maximum value from that
information. Groups that can organise themselves to take
advantage of the rapidly declining cost of genotyping and
capture the cumulative supply-chain value derived from using
DNA information for multiple purposes (traceability, parentage,
genetic defects, selection, marker-assisted management, product
differentiation) will be ideally positioned to fully realise the
nascent potential of genomic information.
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